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Abstract
Despite its groundbreaking success in Go and computer games, Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)
is computationally expensive as it requires a substantial number of rollouts to construct the search
tree, which calls for effective parallelization. However, how to design effective parallel MCTS algorithms
has not been systematically studied and remains poorly understood. In this paper, we seek to lay
its first theoretical foundations, by examining the potential performance loss caused by parallelization
when achieving a desired speedup. In particular, we focus on studying the conditions under which the
performance loss (measured in excess regret) vanishes over time. To this end, we propose a general
parallel MCTS framework that can be specialized to major existing parallel MCTS algorithms. We derive
two necessary conditions for the algorithms covered by the general framework to have vanishing excess
regret (i.e. excess regret converges to zero as the total number of rollouts grows). We demonstrate the
effectiveness of the necessary conditions by showing that, for depth-2 search trees, the recently developed
WU-UCT algorithm satisfies both necessary conditions and has provable vanishing excess regret. Finally,
we perform empirical studies to closely examine the necessary conditions under the general tree search
setting (with arbitrary tree depth). It shows that the topological discrepancy between the search trees
constructed by the parallel and the sequential MCTS algorithms is the main reason for the performance
loss.
1 Introduction
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [1] algorithms have achieved unprecedented success in fields such as
computer Go [2], card games [3], and video games [4, 5]. However, it generally requires a large number of
Monte Carlo rollouts to construct the search tree, making it time-consuming. For this reason, parallel MCTS
is highly appealing and has been successfully used in solving challenging tasks such as Go [6, 7, 8] and mobile
games [9, 10, 11].
Despite their extensive usage, the performance of parallel MCTS algorithms [12] is not systematically
understood from a theoretical perspective. There are empirical studies on the advantages (e.g., [12, 13, 14])
and disadvantages (e.g., [15, 16, 17]) of existing approaches. However, they are mainly algorithm-specific
analysis, which provides less systematic design principles on effective MCTS parallelization. As a consequence,
practitioners still largely rely on the trial-and-error approach when designing a new parallel MCTS algorithm,
which is costly in time.
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In this paper, we seek to lay the first theoretical foundation for effective MCTS parallelization. Parallel
MCTS algorithms generally exhibit different levels of performance loss compared to their sequential counterpart,
especially when a large number of workers are employed to achieve high speedups [9, 18, 19]. It is highly
desirable for algorithm designers to minimize this loss while still achieving high speedup, especially in solving
challenging large-scale tasks. Therefore, we focus on examining the potential performance loss caused by
the parallelization for achieving a desired speedup. And we measure the performance loss by excess regret,
which is the extra cumulative regret of a parallel MCTS algorithm relative to its sequential counterpart.
In particular, we will characterize the excess regret from a theoretical perspective and seek to answer the
following key question: under what conditions would the excess regret vanish when the number of rollouts
increases?
To this end, we first propose a general framework of parallel MCTS algorithms (Section 2.2), which covers
all major existing algorithms as its special cases. Then, we derive two necessary conditions for their excess
regrets to vanish when the number of rollouts increases (Theorem 1), which are crucial for understanding the
fundamental challenges in parallelizing MCTS. Interestingly, we show that, if the search tree is depth-2, the
recent WU-UCT algorithm [9] satisfies both necessary conditions and is proved to achieve vanishing excess
regret (Theorem 2). This also corroborates WU-UCT’s empirical success from a theoretical perspective.
Furthermore, we closely examine the feasibility of the two necessary conditions under the general tree search
setting (with arbitrary depth), and find that one condition is more difficult to satisfy. We regard this condition
as the key challenge towards more effective MCTS parallelization and carry out experimental analysis to
further understand it. It reveals that the topological discrepancy between the search trees constructed by the
parallel and the sequential MCTS algorithms is the main cause for the performance loss during parallelization.
2 MCTS and its Parallelization
In this section, we first briefly introduce the MCTS algorithm (Section 2.1), and then propose a general
framework for parallel MCTS algorithms, which covers all major existing approaches (Section 2.2).
2.1 Preliminary: Monte Carlo Tree Search and the Existing Parallel Algorithms
Consider a Markov Decision Process (MDP) 〈S,A, R, P, γ〉, where S denotes a finite state space, A is a
finite action space, R is a bounded reward function, P defines a deterministic state transition function, and
γ ∈ (0, 1] is the discount factor. At each time step t, the agent takes an action at when the environment is
in a state st, causing it to transit to the next state st+1 and emit a reward rt. In the context of MCTS,
P and R (or their approximations) are assumed to be known to the agent. By exploiting such knowledge,
MCTS algorithms seek to plan the best action a at a given state s to achieve the highest expected cumulative
reward E[
∑∞
t=0 γ
trt | s0 = s]. To this end, it constructs a search tree using a sequence of repeated Monte
Carlo rollouts, where a node corresponds to a state, and an edge from st to st+1 represents the action at
that causes the transition from st to st+1. Each edge (s, a) in the search tree also stores a set of statistics
{Q(s, a), N(s, a)}, where Q(s, a) is the mean action value and N(s, a) is the count of completed simulations.
These statistics guide the construction of the search tree and are updated during the process. Specifically,
during the selection phase, the algorithm traverses over the current search tree by using a tree policy (e.g.,
the Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) [20]) to iteratively select an action at that leads to a child node st+1:
at = arg max
a∈A
{
Q(st, a)+c
√
2 ln
∑
a′ N(st, a
′)
N(st, a)
}
, (1)
where the first term estimates the utility of executing a at st, the second term represents the uncertainty of
that estimate, and the hyperparameter c controls the tradeoff between exploration (term 2) and exploitation
(term 1). The selection process is performed iteratively until arriving at a node sT−1 where some of its
actions are not expanded. Then, the algorithm selects an unexpanded action aT−1 at sT−1 and adds a new
leaf node sT (corresponds to the next state) to the search tree at the expansion phase, followed by querying
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Figure 1: Typical existing parallel MCTS algorithms. VL-UCT and WU-UCT use virtual loss (i.e. rVL) and
number of on-going simulations (i.e. O) to pre-adjust node statistics, respectively.
its value V (sT ) through simulation, where a default policy repeatedly interacts with the MDP starting from
sT . Finally, in backpropagation, the statistics along the selected path are recursively updated from sT−1 to s0
(i.e. from t = T − 1 to t = 0) by
N(st, at)← N(st, at) + 1, V (st) = R(st, at) + γV (st+1), (2)
Q(st, at)← N(st, at)− 1
N(st, at)
Q(st, at) +
V (st+1)
N(st, at)
, (3)
where the recursion starts from the simulation return value V (sT ).
Parallel MCTS algorithms seek to speedup their sequential counterparts by distributing workloads stemmed
from the simulation steps to multiple workers, aiming to achieve the same performance with less computation
time. Figure 1 presents five typical parallel MCTS algorithms. Among them, Leaf Parallelization (LeafP)
[21] assigns multiple workers to simulate the same node simultaneously; Root Parallelization (RootP) [21]
adopts the workers to independently maintain different search trees, and the statistics are aggregated after all
workers complete their jobs; in Tree Parallelization (TreeP) [12], the workers independently perform rollouts
on a shared search tree; TreeP with Virtual Loss (VL-UCT) [18, 2] and Watch the Unobserved in UCT
(WU-UCT) [9] pre-adjust the node statistics with side information to achieve a better exploration-exploitation
tradeoff. Please refer to Appendix A.1 for a more detailed and thorough discussion of existing parallel MCTS
algorithms.
2.2 A General Framework for Parallel MCTS
To perform systematic theoretical analysis, we propose a general algorithm framework (Figure 2) that covers
most existing parallel MCTS algorithms as its special cases.1 In the following, we first provide an overview of
it, highlighting two key modules, statistics collection and statistics augmentation, which allow it to represent
various existing methods. We then discuss both modules in detail.
Overview The general framework consists of a master process and M simulator processes. Simulators
perform simulations and return the outcomes (i.e. V (s)) back to the master. All simulators communicate only
with the master and perform one simulation at a time. M search trees {Tm}Mm=1 are maintained to mimic M
distinct sets of statistics stored in existing algorithms. For example, in RootP (Figure 1), each of the M
workers maintain a search tree locally with different statistics, which can be represented by the M search trees
in the general algorithm framework, respectively. As illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 2, the master
performs rollouts repeatedly to gradually build the M search trees and the statistics in them.2 During this
process, statistics collection and statistics augmentation are two crucial modules in the rollout process that
make the general framework flexible enough to represent various algorithms. Specifically, statistics collection
consists of the tree selection, simulation, and tree sync steps, which characterize how the master employs the
simulators to obtain simulation results and use them to update the M search trees. Statistics augmentation
includes the pseudo statistics pre-update and backpropagation steps, both aiming to improve node statistics in
1For more detailed description and justifications of the algorithm, please refer to Algorithm 1 and Appendices A.2-A.3. Note
that our work focuses on parallel MCTS algorithms that use a UCB-type tree policy.
2A rollout represents the process of executing all steps in the block diagram illustrated in Figure 2 once, while a simulation
refers to a step in the rollout process that queries a node’s value (i.e. V (s)).
3
individual search trees with additional side information to achieve better exploration-exploitation tradeoff
during node selection.
We briefly go through the rollout process, where the important steps will be further discussed later. In
Figure 2, at the beginning of each rollout, a search tree Tm is selected using the function fsel in the tree
selection step. Then, during node selection, Tm is traversed using a modified tree policy, where a set of
modified statistics (Qm and Nm) are adopted. The modified statistics are defined as follows:
Qm(s, a) := αm(s, a)Qm(s, a) + βm(s, a)Q˜m(s, a), (4)
Nm(s, a) := Nm(s, a) + N˜m(s, a), (5)
where Qm and Nm are the original statistics used in the sequential MCTS algorithm (Eq. (1)); Q˜m and N˜m
are a set of pseudo statistics that incorporate additional side information; αm and βm controls the ratio
between Qm and Q˜m. Then, after expanding a new node in a similar manner to the sequential algorithm, the
pseudo statistics pre-update step3 adjusts the pseudo statistics using the functions fQ˜ and fN˜ . Afterwards, it
assigns the simulation task to an idle simulator. Rollouts are started over again here unless all simulators
are occupied or have completed task not yet processed by the master. Otherwise, the master waits for a
completed simulation result and performs backpropagation, which consists of the traditional update (i.e.
Eqs. (2)-(3)) and a pseudo statistics post-update step. In the post-update step, pseudo statistics are adjusted
with gQ˜ and gN˜ . Finally, information from different search trees are synchronized every τsyn rollouts, where
τsyn is defined as the synchronization interval.
Statistics collection By choosing different fsel and τsyn (in the tree selection and tree sync step, respec-
tively), the simulators cooperate in different collaboration models that appear in various existing algorithms.
Specifically, if tree sync happens in all rollout steps (i.e. τsyn =1), then the M search trees are always identical
during node selection, which can be regarded as M workers performing sequential rollouts (Section 2.1) on
a shared search tree, representing TreeP. On the other hand, when having no communication between the
search trees until finishing the last rollout (i.e. τsyn =nmax, the total number of rollouts), and letting fsel
choose the search tree that is updated in the backpropagation step of the previous rollout (i.e. Tmˆ), then the
M search trees can be regarded as search trees maintained by M independent sequential MCTS algorithms,
which resembles RootP.1
Statistics augmentation Statistics augmentation focuses on using extra side information besides the
simulation returns to improve the tree policy. Specifically, besides the statistics extracted from completed
simulations (i.e. Qm and Nm), the general framework also uses pseudo statistics (i.e. Q˜m and N˜m) to
incorporate information from on-going simulations into its tree policy. Central to the pseudo statistics is the
incomplete sample count Om that keeps track of the number of initiated but not yet completed simulations
for each node [9]. It is used to construct pseudo statistics through the pseudo statistics pre-/post-update steps.
For example, by choosing αm(s, a)=1, βm(s, a)=0, fN˜ (s, a)=gN˜ (s, a)=Om(s, a), the general framework is
specialized into WU-UCT.1
Finally, Table 1 summarizes how different hyperparameter choices in the general parallel MCTS framework
specialize the general algorithm to various existing parallel MCTS algorithms. Please refer to Appendix A.3
for rigorous justifications for such specializations.
3 On Parallelization in Monte Carlo Tree Search
In this section, we examine the performance of the algorithms that could be specialized from the general
framework. We first formulate the main theoretical problem to be addressed in the rest of the paper
(Section 3.1). Then, we derive and elaborate two necessary conditions for achieving vanishing excess regret (i.e.
excess regret converges to zero as the total number of rollouts increases), which are crucial for understanding
the fundamental challenges in parallelizing MCTS (Section 3.2).
3The statistics Om(s, a) in Figure 2 will be introduced in the “statistics augmentation” paragraph.
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Figure 2: The proposed general framework that covers existing parallel MCTS algorithms. The overall
diagram is on the top-left, the notation is on the top-right, and the details are in other boxes.
3.1 Evaluating Parallel MCTS Algorithms
The fundamental challenge in parallel MCTS is to minimize the performance loss relative to its sequential
counterpart while achieving high speedup, which has not been theoretically understood. We bridge this gap
by analyzing the performance of the general algorithm framework under a fixed speedup requirement. To
begin with, we define the following metrics.
Speedup The speedup of a parallel MCTS algorithm A using M workers4 is defined as
speedup =
runtime of the sequential MCTS
runtime of algorithm A using M workers
,
where the runtime of both the sequential and the parallel algorithms is measured by the duration for
performing the same fixed number of rollouts. Assuming simulation is much more time-consuming compared
to other steps,5 algorithms represented by the general framework have a speedup close to M because all M
simulator processes will be occupied almost all the time. Specifically, as shown in Figure 2, if some simulators
are idle, rollouts will repeatedly assign new simulation tasks to the simulator until hitting the wait step when
all simulators are occupied.
Performance loss We measure the performance of a parallel MCTS algorithm A by expected cumulative
4A worker refers to a computation unit in practical algorithms that consists of one simulator and additional components for
the convenience of practical system design. Since simulation is much more time-consuming than other steps (see footnote #5),
we use “simulator” and “worker” interchangeably in our theoretical analysis.
5This holds in general since only the simulation step requires massive interactions with the environment.
5
Table 1: Different choices of the parameters in the general parallel MCTS algorithm framework correspond
to various existing parallel MCTS algorithms. Nm and Om are abbreviation of Nm(s, a) and Om(s, a),
respectively. nmax is the total number of rollouts. rVL and nVL are hyperparameters specific to VL-UCT.
m′ and mˆ are the index of the search tree selected in the previous tree selection step and updated in the
previous backpropagation step, respectively.
Algorithm fsel(m
′, mˆ) τsyn αm(s, a) βm(s, a) Q˜m(s, a) N˜m(s, a)
UCT 1 1 1 0 0 0
LeafP (m′ + 1)%M M 1 0 0 0
RootP mˆ nmax 1 0 0 0
TreeP randint(M) 1 1 0 0 0
WU-UCT randint(M) 1 1 0 0 Om
VL-UCT (hard) randint(M) 1 1 Om −rVL 0
VL-UCT (soft) randint(M) 1 Nm
Nm+nVL·Om
nVL·Om
Nm+nVL·Om −rVL nVL ·Om
regret, a common metric also used in related theoretical studies [22, 23, 20]:6
RegretA(n) :=
n∑
i=1
E
[
V ∗i (s0)− Vi(s0)
]
, (6)
where s0 is the root state of the search tree; n is the number of rollouts; Vi(s0) is the value estimate of s0
obtained in the ith rollout of algorithm A, which is computed according to Eq. (2); similarly, V ∗i (s0) is the
estimated value of s0 acquired in the ith rollout of an oracle algorithm that always select the highest-rewarded
action; the expectation is performed to average over the randomness in the simulation returns. Intuitively,
cumulative regret measures the expected regret of not having selected the optimal path. In the following
sections, we will show that the regret of parallel MCTS algorithms can be upper bounded by the regret bound
of their sequential counterparts plus an excess regret. Therefore, we will use excess regret as the metric for
the performance loss caused by parallelization.
3.2 When Will the Excess Regret Vanish?
In this section, we examine what conditions should be satisfied for an algorithm specified by the general
framework to achieve vanishing excess regret. This not only informs us whether there exists parallel MCTS
algorithms that are as good as their sequential counterparts at the limit, but also helps understand the
fundamental challenges in parallelizing MCTS. To help elaboration, we first introduce the following additional
definitions. Define Aseq as the sequential MCTS algorithm introduced in Section 2.1 [22]. T As,n is defined as the
search tree with root node s and is constructed by a (parallel) MCTS algorithm A with n rollouts. Whenever
it is clear from context, we omit the subscript n for notation simplicity. Let V As,n(s
′) be the cumulative reward
V (s′) obtained in the backpropagation step (i.e. computed by Eq. (2)) when performing a rollout using
algorithm A on the search tree T As,n (if s′ is not selected during the rollout, V As,n(s′) :=0). Note that V As,n(s′)
is indeed a random variable due to the stochasticity in the simulation returns. The following result provides
two necessary conditions for an algorithm A to achieve vanishing excess regret.
Theorem 1. Consider an algorithm A that is specified from the general parallel MCTS framework by choosing
N˜m(s, a)=f(Om(s, a)) (m = 1, . . . ,M), where f(·) : Z+0 →R is a function. If there exists an edge (s, a) in
any of the M search trees {Tm} such that algorithm A violates any of the following conditions (with s′ defined
as the next state following (s, a)):
• E[Qm(s, a)]= 1n
∑n
n′=1 E[V
Aseq
s′,n′ (s
′)], where n=Nm(s, a)+Om(s, a), (7)
• f(x) ≥ x (∀x ∈ Z+0 ), (8)
then there exists an MDP M such that the excess regret of running A on MDP M does not vanish.
6An alternative choice for the metric could be the simple regret [24, 25, 26], which is left as a future work.
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accuracy and be aware of the multi-step error.
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Figure 3: An example to illustrate the first necessary condition in Theorem 1.
Figure 3 provides an example to illustrate the first necessary condition. First consider Figure 3(a), where
we are at node s and need to select an action from {a1, a2, a3}. We now use a3 and its associated subtree
T As3 as an example to demonstrate how the first necessary condition could be applied to Qm(s, a3) (defined
in Eq. (4)). As shown in Figure 3(b), in T As3 , s3 has n3 completed simulations (N(s3) :=N(s, a3)=n3) and
5 on-going simulations (O(s3) :=O(s, a3)=5), which are represented by the red waves. If no pseudo value
is added (i.e. αm(s, a3) = 1, βm(s, a3) = 0 in Eq. (4) and Figure 2), we have E[Qm(s, a3)] =E[Qm(s, a3)] =
1
n3
∑n3
n′=1 E[V As3,n′(s3)] on the left-hand side (LHS) of Eq. (7), where the second equality holds since according
to Eqs. (2) and (3), Qm(s, a3) is the empirical average of all cumulative rewards received by s3. However,
the right-hand side (RHS) of the necessary condition is 1n3+5
∑n3+5
n′=1 E[V
Aseq
s3,n′(s3)], which is the value for the
subtree T Aseqs3 in Figure 3(b). We observe that there are two differences between the LHS and RHS: (i)
n3 vs. n3 +5, and (ii) A vs. Aseq. Specifically, T Aseqs3 contains 5 additional completed simulation returns,
while in T As3 there are 5 on-going simulations. Additionally, due to the difference between A and Aseq, the
two search trees may have different topological structure, which affects the set of states being simulated.
Both factors potentially bias the value Q(s, a3), which makes it difficult to satisfy the first condition. The
second necessary condition suggests the necessity of incorporating the incomplete simulation count Om(s, a)
in the modified visit count Nm(s, a). Specifically, substituting it into the definition of Nm, the condition
implies that Nm(s, a)≥Nm(s, a)+Om(s, a). Note that this can be easily satisfied in practical algorithms.
We highlight that both necessary conditions suggest the importance of adding pseudo statistics, i.e., side
information additional to the original statistics Qm and Nm, in a clever manner in order to design parallel
MCTS algorithms with vanishing excess regret.
4 Towards Optimal Parallel Tree Search
In light of the necessary conditions in Theorem 1, this section further investigates the fundamental obstacles
toward effectively parallelizing MCTS algorithms, hoping to inspire future algorithm design. To begin
with, we first examine the tightness of the necessary conditions, i.e., how good a parallel MCTS algorithm
might be if it satisfies both conditions, by studying the tree search tasks with the maximum tree depth
being 2, which closely resembles the Multi-Armed Bandits (MAB) [27, 23]. In this setting, we found that
WU-UCT [9], a recently proposed parallel MCTS algorithm, satisfies both necessary conditions. Specifically,
as illustrated in Figure 3(a), in the depth-2 tree search case, the subtrees (e.g. T As3) degenerate to a node
representing a terminal state (e.g. s3) that emits independent and identically distributed rewards. Therefore,
choosing Qm(s, a) = Qm(s, a) for all state-action pairs (as done in WU-UCT) is sufficient to satisfy the
first necessary condition. The second necessary condition is also satisfied for WU-UCT since it chooses
Nm(s, a) :=Nm(s, a)+Om(s, a) (∀s, a). In addition to the empirical success reported in the original paper,
we examine theoretically the excess regret of WU-UCT in the depth-2 tree search setting in the following
theorem.
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Figure 4: Oracle algorithms for a fine-grained analysis of the condition (7) (see Fig. 3 for the legend).
Theorem 2. Consider a tree search task T with maximum depth D = 2: it contains a root node s and
K feasible actions {ai}Ki=1 at s, which lead to terminal states {si}Ki=1, respectively. Let µi := E[V (si)],
µ∗ := maxi µi and ∆k :=µ∗−µk, and further assume: ∀i, V (si)−µi is 1-subgaussian [28]. The cumulative
regret of running WU-UCT [9] with n rollouts on T is upper bounded by:∑
k:µk<µ∗
( 8
∆k
+ 2∆k
)
lnn+ ∆k︸ ︷︷ ︸
RUCT(n)
+ 8M
∑
k:µk<µ∗
∆2k√
lnn︸ ︷︷ ︸
excess regret
,
where RUCT(n) is the cumulative regret of running the (sequential) UCT for n steps on T.
The cumulative regret upper bound of WU-UCT in depth-2 tree search consists of two terms: the
cumulative regret of the sequential UCT algorithm and an excess regret term that converges to zero as n
increases. This suggests that designing algorithms that satisfy the necessary conditions should be beneficial
as these algorithms are likely to have better empirical as well as theoretical performance.
As elaborated in Section 3.2, while the second necessary condition is achievable, the first necessary
condition (i.e. Eq. (7)) is hard to satisfy due to the bias potentially caused by on-going simulations and
different tree topological structure (demonstrated in Figure 3(b)). In the following, we conduct a preliminary
study to examine the feasibility of Eq. (7) in the more general tree search case (i.e. maximum depth D>2).
Specifically, we examine which of the two obstacles (i.e. on-going simulations and topological structure
difference) contributes more to the performance degradation in parallel MCTS algorithms through an ablation
study. We introduce two oracle algorithms — the value-augmented oracle and node-augmented oracle, to
offset the effect of on-going simulations and different tree topological structures, respectively. As shown
in Figure 4(a), to combat the information loss due to the unobservable returns of on-going simulations,
the value-augmented algorithm uses an oracle to provide the simulation returns upon requests by the tree
policy. On the other hand, as demonstrated in Figure 4(b), the construction process of the node-augmented
search tree T nodes3 is guided by a virtual sequential search tree T seqs3 , making the topological structure ofT nodes3 identical to that of T seqs3 . The node selection step of the node-augmented oracle still follows the
statistics constructed in its past rollouts to traverse the tree. Only the nodes with no initiated simulations
(i.e. N(s, a)=O(s, a)=0) adopt the statistics in T seqs3 . Intuitively, in this setting, statistics are still outdated
due to the on-going simulations, but the potential bias caused by the topological discrepancy between the
search trees constructed by A and Aseq is mitigated. Please refer to Appendix C.2 for rigorous descriptions of
the two oracle algorithms. To inspire future research, we provide preliminary empirical analysis, aiming to
point out promising future research directions.
Empirical examination We use a hierarchical partitioning task [29], where each node in the search tree
corresponds to an interval in the real axis and its children evenly partition the interval associated with their
parent. The simulation return of querying a node is the value f(x), where x is drawn uniformly at random from
the interval of the node (see Appendix C.1 as well as Figure 11; we choose f(x) :=(sin(13x) sin(27x) + 1)/2).
WU-UCT is adopted as a baseline since it satisfies the second necessary condition. For a fair comparison, both
oracle algorithms also add pseudo visit count as in WU-UCT, and the results are illustrated in Figure 5(a).
First, both figures indicate that the value-augmented oracle has similar excess regret comparing to WU-UCT,
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(a) Excess regret of the two oracles and WU-UCT.
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Figure 5: Empirical evaluations. (a): performance of the value-augmented and node-augmented oracle
algorithm; [left] excess regret (mean± std) using 16 workers; [right] excess regret (mean± std) at the end of
the 100th rollout. (b): Visualization of the search tree generated by UCT (left) and WU-UCT (right; with 16
workers), both at the end of the 100-th rollout. The heights of the blue boxes represent the visit count of
corresponding nodes (i.e. higher means the more visit counts).
which suggests that obtaining the results of on-going simulations provide minor benefit on improving the
parallelization performance of MCTS. On the other hand, the node-augmented oracle achieves close-to-zero
excess regret under a wide variety of configurations, which suggests that the topological discrepancy between
the search trees constructed by the parallel algorithm and the sequential algorithm contributes mostly to the
performance loss during parallelization. To further investigate the topological discrepancy and its influence on
the performance, we visualize the search trees constructed by (sequential) UCT and WU-UCT in Figure 5(b).
First, we observe that some depth-5 nodes at the WU-UCT search tree only have on-going simulations, which
is caused by the delayed simulation returns in parallelization. This leads to the topological difference since a
node without completed simulations is equivalent to an unexpanded node. Next, we notice that WU-UCT
visits the optimal path (in red color) less frequently than the (sequential) UCT algorithm, which causes its
performance loss. We encourage future research to further examine such topological discrepancy and develop
new insights for designing more effective parallel MCTS algorithms that can close the performance gap.
5 Related Works
MCTS has a profound track record of being adopted to achieve optimal planning and decision making in
complex environments [30, 1, 2]. Recently, it has also been combined with learning methods to bring mutual
improvements [5, 31, 6]. To maximize the power of MCTS and enable its usage in time-sensitive tasks, effective
parallel algorithms are widely required [17, 18]. Specifically, leaf parallelization [21, 32] manages to collect
better statistics by assigning multiple workers to query the same node, at the expense of reducing the tree
search diversity. In root parallelization, multiple trees are built and statistics are periodically synchronized.
It promises better performance in some real-world tasks [17], while being inferior on Go [16]. In contrast
to root parallelization, tree parallelization assigns workers to traverse the same tree. To increase search
diversity, Chaslot et al. [12] proposes a virtual loss. Though having been adopted in some high-profile
applications (e.g. Dou-di-zhu [3] and Go [6]), virtual loss punishes the performance under even four workers
[15]. So far, WU-UCT [9] achieves the best tradeoff (i.e. linear speedup with small performance loss) by
introducing statistics to track on-going simulations. Different from the aforementioned works, this paper
seeks to construct a general theoretical framework that can be leveraged for all major existing works. For
example, WU-UCT falls under the umbrella of pseudo-statistics method. Another related line of works focus
on the distributed multi-armed bandits (MAB) [33, 34, 27, 35] problem, which is similar to parallel MCTS in
the sense that in both cases multiple workers collaborate to improve the planning performance. Though all
inspiring, these works share an overarching theme that highlights on the inter-agent communication, which
make their results not directly adaptable to our setting.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we established the first theoretical foundation for parallel MCTS algorithms. Specifically,
we proposed a general framework that covers major existing algorithms as its special cases. We analyzed
the performance loss (measured in excess regret) caused by parallelization and indicates that clever design
of pseudo statistics is critical for effective parallel MCTS algorithms. Finally, we carried out experimental
analysis to corroborate our findings and inspire future work.
Broader Impact
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is a popular model-based planning algorithm, which has many applications,
both for societal benefits and harms, depending on how it is used and what task it is applied to. When used
in a proper way, parallel MCTS could help us solve challenging games and planning tasks such as computer
Go. On the other hand, there could be a potential risk, for example, of using it to plan adversarial attacks
and control automated agents that might have harmful intents.
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Supplementary Material
In this supplementary material, we first provide more details about our proposed general framework (see
Figure 2 as well as Algorithm 1) in Appendix A, especially showing how existing algorithms fall into our general
framework. Then we provide the detailed proofs of the parallel algorithms Appendix B. The supplementary
ends up with more details on the experiments and the oracle algorithms in Appendix C.
A Additional Details for the General Framework of Parallel MCTS
and Existing Approaches
This section provides additional details for the general parallel MCTS algorithm framework introduced
in Section 2.2, with the focus on explaining how major existing parallel MCTS algorithms can be viewed
as its special cases. We first provide a more detailed and thorough introduction of existing parallel MCTS
algorithms (Appendix A.1). Then, Appendix A.2 provides additional details of the general parallel MCTS
algorithm framework. Finally, Appendix A.3 explains how existing approaches fit in the general algorithm
framework.
A.1 Existing parallel MCTS algorithms
Aiming at mitigating the influence of the unobserved statistics, Leaf Parallelization (LeafP) [21], Root
Parallelization (RootP) [21], and Tree Parallelization (TreeP) [12] develop different ways of cooperation
among workers.8 As shown in Figure 1, LeafP and RootP parallelize MCTS from the leaf nodes and the root
node, respectively. Specifically, in LeafP, only a main process performs sequential rollouts. However, during
the simulation step, M workers simultaneously query the same node choosed in the selection and expansion
steps, and after all simulations complete, the simulation returns are backpropagated to update node statistics
along the selected path. In RootP, M workers independently run sequential MCTS and maintain different
search trees, each with a predefined rollout budget. After all workers complete their jobs, the statistics are
aggregated to make the final decision (i.e. which action to take). On the other hand, in TreeP, the workers
independently perform sequential rollouts on a shared search tree. Node statistics updated by any worker are
immediately observable by other workers.
TreeP with Virtual Loss (VL-UCT) [18, 2] and Watch the Unobserved in UCT (WU-UCT) [9] pre-adjust
the node statistics with side information during the pseudo statistics pre-update process (see Algorithm 1 and
Figure 2). As shown in Figure 1, to encourage different workers to explore different nodes, VL-UCT penalizes
the value (i.e., Qm) of nodes that are currently being simulated by some workers so that other workers tend
not to query this same set of nodes. Specifically, it has the following two variants. The hard penalty version
[12] adds fixed virtual rewards rVL directly to the average return and uses the following expression in the
tree policy (see the node selection step in Figure 2 or Eq. (9)):
Qm(s, a) := Qm(s, a)−Om(s, a) · rVL, (VL-UCT hard penalty)
which is equivalent to setting the hyperparameters in the general parallel algorithm framework (i.e. Algo-
rithm 1) as follows:
αm(s, a) = 1, βm(s, a) = Om(s, a), Q˜m(s, a) = −rVL.
Instead of directly penalizing Qm, when a node is being simulated by a worker, the soft penalty version [2]
adds nVL virtual simulation returns each with reward −rVL:
Qm(s, a) :=
Qm(s, a) ·Nm(s, a)− rVL · nVL ·Om(s, a)
Nm(s, a) + nVL ·Om(s, a) ,
7The functions α, β, fsel, fQ˜, fN˜ , gQ˜, gN˜ and the synchronization interval τsyn are hyperparameters. When set differently,
the algorithm can be specialized to different parallel MCTS algorithms.
8LeafP and RootP are originally called “single-run” parallelization [21].
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Nm(s, a) := Nm(s, a) + nVL ·Om(s, a), (VL-UCT soft penalty)
which is equivalent to the following using the notation in our general parallel algorithm framework:
αm(s, a) =
Nm(s, a)
Nm(s, a) + nVL ·Om(s, a) ,
βm(s, a) =
nVL ·Om(s, a)
Nm(s, a) + nVL ·Om(s, a) ,
Q˜m(s, a) = −rVL,
N˜m(s, a) = nVL ·Om(s, a).
Intuitively, the hard version of VL-UCT aggressively encourages different workers to explore different nodes,
while the soft version has diminishing effect as the visit count grows to infinity.
In anticipation that the confidence in our estimates of Qm(s, a) will eventually increase if some child
nodes of (s, a) are currently being simulated, Liu et al. [9] proposes to only adjust the visit count Nm by
Nm(s, a) := Nm(s, a) +Om(s, a), (WU-UCT)
(i.e., N˜m(s, a) = Om(s, a)) without adjusting Qm, which is equivalent to the following using the notation in
our general parallel algorithm framework in Algorithm 1:
αm(s, a) = 1,
βm(s, a) = Q˜m(s, a) = 0,
N˜m(s, a) = Om(s, a).
A.2 Additional Details of the General Algorithm Framework
In this subsection, we provide additional details for the general framework of parallel MCTS algorithm.
Specifically, we introduce the general framework using Algorithm 1, highlighting details that are not stated
clearly enough in the main text. We proceed by introducing each of the steps shown in the block diagram in
Figure 2.
Tree selection The tree selection function fsel takes m
′ and mˆ as input. According to Line 15, m′ denotes
the index of the search tree selected in the previous rollout. mˆ is the index of the search tree being updated
in the backpropagation step during the previous rollout (see Lines 10 and 11).
Node selection Note that the terminal conditions can be customized. Here we adopt a widely used set of
terminal conditions: either the node contains unexpanded child nodes or its depth exceed dmax.
Expansion Identical to the expansion step in sequential MCTS.
Pseudo statistics pre-update Although explicitly written here, Q˜m and N˜m may not need to be explicitly
stored during implementation since this computation may be done during node selection.
Simulation The search tree index m is passed to the simulator as record. Recall that the M search trees
maintained by the master respectively mimic the “search trees” maintained by the M workers in practical
algorithms, the index m helps Algorithm 1 to mimic the activation of different “workers”.
Wait Similarly, the search tree index mˆ is returned so that the algorithm knows which search tree to update
the statistics.
Backpropagation Additional to the updation of Qm and Nm, pseudo-statistics are also updated.
Tree sync We provide a formal definition of the synchronization function fsyn. Note that the following
descriptions are only for rigorous purpose, practical algorithms do not need to actually implement the
following algorithm.
The input of fsyn is a set of M search trees {Tm}Mm=1 and the output is a synchronized search tree T .
Intuitively, fsyn performs union of the M individual search trees and aggregate their newly acquired statistics
after the previous synchronization (see Algorithm 2). Therefore, it can be divided into two steps: topology
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construction phase and the statistics aggregation phase. The topology construction phase generates a new tree
topology for T by taking the union of the topologies from {Tm}Mm=1. It can be implemented by the following
steps. We begin with a search tree T with only one root node representing the initial state (i.e., the input s0
in Algorithm 1). In addition, we initialize a set of node, Vsyn, with the root node s0. We then repeat the
following steps until Vsyn is empty: (i) (randomly) take out an element s from Vsyn and delete it from Vsyn,
(ii) for all a ∈ A, if the edge (s, a) exists in at least one of the M search trees {Tm}Mm=1, we grow the tree T
by attaching this edge (s, a) along with its next state s′ to node s, and (iii) add node s′ to the set Vsyn.
To explain the statistics aggregation phase of fsyn (i.e., the second phase), we have to introduce two sets
of additional statistics associated with each edge (s, a) at the M input search trees {Tm}Mm=1. Specifically,
for each edge (s, a) in the search tree Tm, let Rm(s, a) be a set that consists of elements in the following form
and is constructed in a recursive manner (to be explained later):
Rm(s, a) = {(Vs,a, ξs,a) : Vs,a := V (s′), ξs,a ∈ {0, 1}}, (12)
where s′ is the next state of (s, a), and V (s′) is recursively defined (over Tm) according to Eq. (2) starting
from the simulation return V (sT ).
9 ξs,a = 1 means that Vs,a at this edge (s, a) has been synchronized in
the previous synchronization cycles and 0 otherwise. When an edge (s, a) is initialized (e.g., expanded), an
empty set Rm(s, a) will be initialized accordingly. During the backpropagation phase of Algorithm 1, for each
traversed edge corresponding to the complete simulation with return (sT , V (sT ), mˆ) (assume the traversed
edges are {(st, at)}T−1t=1 ), we update the sets Rmˆ(st, at) (t = 0, . . . , T ) by recursively computing V (st) using
Eq. (2) and add the element (V (st+1), 0) into the set Rmˆ(st, at).
During the statistics aggregation phase, for each edge (s, a) ∈ T , we perform the following steps to
construct the set R(s, a): (i) initialize an empty set R(s, a), (ii) traverse all elements (Vs,a, ξs,a) ∈ R1(s, a)
and add it to R(s, a) if ξs,a=1, (iii) traverse all elements (Vs,a, ξs,a) ∈ ∪Mm=1Rm(s, a)10 and add (Vs,a, 1) to
R(s, a) if ξs,a=0. The intuition of the above procedure is that both the synchronized elements (ξs,a = 1) and
elements that have not been synchronized yet (ξs,a=0) are added to R(s, a) only once. We then calculate
the statistics Q and N at the output search tree T as follows:
Q(s, a) :=
1
|R(s, a)|
∑
〈V,ξ〉∈R(s,a)
V, (13)
N(s, a) := |R(s, a)|, (14)
where |R(s, a)| denotes the cardinality of the set R(s, a). Finally, the synchronization of the on-going
simulation count O(s, a) is performed in the following manner: for each edge (s, a) ∈ T ,
O(s, a)←
M∑
m=1
Om(s, a), (15)
where Om(s, a) is set to zero if this particular edge (s, a) does not appear in Tm. The details for the
implementation of fsyn are summarized in Algorithm 2.
A.3 Specialization of Existing Parallel MCTS Algorithms into the General
Framework
In this subsection, we show how the existing algorithms introduced in Appendix A.1 could be viewed as special
cases of Algorithm 1. Table 1 demonstrates how different choices of the hyperparameters in Algorithm 1
could lead to different parallel algorithms. The functions fQ˜, fN˜ , gQ˜, and gN˜ are omitted in Table 1 since
they can be inferred from Q˜m and N˜m. Note that for some methods the equivalence exists only when the
simulation phase takes much more time than the other phases. Nevertheless, this holds in general [9, 12] and
therefore does not affect our analysis.
9We drop the dependency on m in the above set of Rm(s, a) for simplicity of notation.
10∪ refers to the set union.
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(a) LeafP.
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···
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(b) Equivalent LeafP by Algorithm 1.
Figure 6: Illustration of how LeafP can be viewed as a special case of Algorithm 1. In (b), each of the M
trees initializes an identical simulation task to the simulator processes and synchronization happens after all
M simulation tasks are completed. This is analogous to (a), where M workers are assigned to simulate a
same node independently.
LeafP Consider the following identification in Algorithm 1: fsel(m
′, mˆ) := (m′ + 1)%M , where % denotes
the modulo operator, αm(s, a) = 1, and βm(s, a) = Q˜m(s, a) = N˜m(s, a) = 0. If we further choose τsyn = M ,
Algorithm 1 will be equivalent to LeafP for the following reasons. First, since synchronization happens at
time steps τsyn, 2τsyn, . . . (i.e., M, 2M, . . . ), the search trees {Tm}Mm=1 are identical at the end of these time
steps. We now show that the algorithm status at the ends of the rollouts M, 2M, . . . in Algorithm 1 is
equivalent to the algorithm status of LeafP at the ends of the rollouts 1, 2, . . . , respectively (note that in each
rollout of LeafP, M simulation returns of the same node is acquired). Specifically, during the M rollouts in
the general framework (i.e., Algorithm 1), each search tree is selected only once due to the specific setting of
fsel (i.e., sequentially select all search trees). Since the M trees are identical and the tree policy (Eq. (9)) is
deterministic, each of the M rollouts will independently expand and simulate one unique search tree among
the M trees at the same leaf node position, which keeps all the M trees having an identical topology. Finally,
the synchronization step aggregates the M simulation returns into a single search tree. As a result, it becomes
equivalent to having M workers to simulate the same node in the simulation step of LeafP. Figure 6 illustrates
the above equivalence between LeafP and the general framework under this identification.
TreeP Consider the choice of αm(s, a)=1 and βm(s, a)=Q˜m(s, a)=N˜m(s, a)=0, and let the synchronization
be excuted at each rollout cycle in Algorithm 1 (i.e., τsyn = 1, also see Table 1). We now show that this
resembles the TreeP algorithm. First, since synchronization happens at every rollout cycle, the M search
trees are identical at the beginning of each rollout cycle in Algorithm 1, and can be regarded as a global
search tree since all simulation returns are gathered immediately at the end of each rollout cycle (according
to the definition of fsyn). Second, the simulator processes are independent, and whenever a simulator
completes, its simulation return will be updated to the global search tree (in the backpropagation phase) by
the synchronization step performed at every time step, which resembles TreeP. Finally, whenever a worker is
idle, the algorithm will traverse the global search tree to assign a new simulation task to it, which mimics the
setting in TreeP that each worker individually perform rollouts and update the global statistics. See Figure 7
for an illustration of the intuition for this equivalence.
RootP Consider the following choice of hyperparameters: fsel(m
′, mˆ) := mˆ, (i.e., always select the
search tree updated in the backpropagation step in the most recently completed rollout), αm(s, a) = 1,
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M workers performing rollouts
on a global search tree.
(a) TreeP.
Search tree #2 Search tree #MSearch tree #1
···
(b) Equivalent TreeP by Algorithm 1.
Figure 7: Illustration of how TreeP can be viewed as a special case of Algorithm 1. Performing M independent
rollouts on M search trees and then synchronizing the statistics per rollout cycle (τsyn = 1) is equivalent to
having M workers independently performing rollouts and updating the statistics on one global search tree
in TreeP. This equivalence holds in general, regardless of whether virtual loss or pseudo-statistics are used.
However, without them, the vanilla TreeP normally will quicly collapse into a mode that is similar to LeafP.
···
Worker #1
Worker #2
Worker #M
(a) RootP.
Search tree #2 Search tree #MSearch tree #1
···
(b) Equivalent RootP by Algorithm 1.
Figure 8: Illustration of how RootP could be viewed as a special case of Algorithm 1. Each subtree in RooP
corresponds to one of the M search trees in Algorithm 1. Under a particular identification, Algorithm 1 can
be viewed as having M virtual “designated” workers that operate independently on these M search trees,
which is equivalent to what RootP does.
βm(s, a) = Q˜m(s, a) = N˜m(s, a) = 0, and τsyn = Nmax (i.e., synchronize after all the jobs at all the workers
are totally completed). This setting is equivalent to RootP for the following reasons. First, since τsyn = Nmax,
all the M search trees act independently (i.e., building their own search trees) and will not be aggregated
by fsyn until all rollouts are completed. Second, we can show that the rollout cycles in Algorithm 1 will
preserve the independence of the operations at these M search trees under the above identification. To see
this, note that, by fsel(m, mˆ) :=mˆ, Algorithm 1 at the current rollout cycle will always select the search tree
Tmˆ that has returned its simulation in the previous rollout cycle. This means that, in the current rollout
cycle, Algorithm 1 will continue to perform rollouts and employ another worker to simulate this same search
tree Tmˆ. For this reason, it can be viewed as if we have M virtual “designated” workers to perform rollouts
and simulations for these M search trees independently, which is exactly what RootP does. Since we assume
other phases consume much less time than the simulation phase, these M virtual “designated” workers are
almost bound to continuously performe rollouts and simulation process without long waits. Finally, different
variants of RootP (e.g., certain workers only operate on some child nodes of the search tree) can also be
modeled by Algorithm 1 by setting Q˜m at these nodes. For instance, Q˜m can be chosen to be big enough
such that at the root node the algorithm will always choose these same child nodes. Figure 8 illustrates the
equivalence between RootP and Algorithm 1 under the above identification.
VL-UCT Since it is a variant of TreeP, the workers’ collaboration model in VL-UCT is identical to that
of TreeP. Therefore, we can follow the same setting in τsyn =1 and fsel. On the other hand, we choose the
pseudo statistics as shown in Table 1. Specifically, for VL-UCT with hard penalty, we select (also see Table 1)
αm(s, a) = 1, βm(s, a) = Om(s, a),
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(b) Equivalent mini-MAB in a search tree.
Figure 9: Demonstration of the mini-MABs in MCTS search trees that resembles a multi-armed bandit
(MAB). (a): a MAB with three arms. (b): s, s1, s2, and s3 define a mini-MAB that resembles the MAB in
(a).
Q˜m(s, a) = −rVL, N˜m(s, a) = 0.
And for VL-UCT with soft penalty, we choose
αm(s, a) =
Nm(s, a)
Nm(s, a) + nVL ·Om(s, a) ,
βm(s, a) =
nVL ·Om(s, a)
Nm(s, a) + nVL ·Om(s, a) ,
Q˜m(s, a) = −rVL,
N˜m(s, a) = nVL ·Om(s, a).
WU-UCT Although not exactly based on TreeP, WU-UCT follows the same master-worker architecture as
in Algorithm 1. We now show that WU-UCT can also be viewed as a special case of Algorithm 1 under the
identification to be explained below. Similar to TreeP, we set τsyn = 1, i.e., the statistics from the M search
trees are synchronized at the end of each rollout cycle. Likewise, we set fsel(m
′, mˆ) = randint(M); that is, it
selects a random search tree in the selection phase.11 In addition, we make the following choices (see Table 1)
αm(s, a) = 1, βm(s, a) = Q˜m(s, a) = 0,
N˜m(s, a) = Om(s, a).
B Proofs: Parallel Algorithms for Monte Carlo Tree Search
This section provides proofs for Theorems 1, and 2, which locate in Sections B.1-B.2, respectively.
B.1 The Necessary Conditions
This section provides the formal proof of Theorem 1, which states two necessary conditions for having
vanishing excess regret in parallel MCTS algorithms. Before delving into the proof, we use Figure 9 to
introduce the concept mini-MAB. Specifically, in a search tree, each node and its child nodes represent a
two-layer search tree that resembles a MAB with the same number of children. We define this two-layer search
tree as mini-MAB. Note that one core difference between mini-MABs and MABs is that the reward acquired
by a child node of mini-MABs are rewards obtained from a sub-tree rooted at the child node (Figure 9(b)),
while for MAB all child nodes produce i.i.d. rewards following a pre-defined distribution.
11In the original paper, WU-UCT also parallelizes the expansion step. However, since we assume the simulation phase is much
more time-consuming then other phases, we ignore this detail.
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Proof of Theorem 1. To obtain vanishing excess regret, it is necessary to show the following: the excess regret
of the mini-MABs that represent nodes on the optimal path in the search tree should decrease as t increases.
This necessary condition holds since all nodes on the optimal path will be visited Ω(t) times when t is
sufficiently large (see [22]), and if any of the nodes have nonvanishing excess regret, the tree search algorithm
will suffer from nonvanishing regret. In the following, we derive the necessary conditions for algorithms that
have vanishing excess regret in mini-MABs.
Consider a mini-MAB whose root node is s (assume it is on the optimal path). The actions are defined
as {ak}Kk=1 and the next state following (s, ak) is defined as sk.
In order to achieve vanishing regret during parallel, it is necessary to have vanishing excess regret when
this mini-MAB is parallelized. That is, assume we use the sequential algorithm Aseq to produce reward for all
child nodes of the mini-MAB rooted at s. Correspondingly, we define µk,n as the expected reward obtained
by executing action ak for the nth time. That is,
µk,n :=
1
n
n∑
n′=1
E[V Aseqτs,ak (n′)(s
′)]. (16)
Similarly, define µ∗n := maxk µk,n.
Define Qk,n,o as the estimated value of the kth child node of the mini-MAB when there are n initialized
simulations and o on-going simulations (which means that there are n− o completed simulations). Formally,
Qk,n,o can be written as
Qk,n,o := αkQk,n−o + βkQ˜k,n,o, (17)
where αk := α(s, ak) and βk := β(s, ak) (assume s as the root node of the mini-MAB); Q˜k,n,o := Q˜(s, ak) is
the pseudo value. Note that αk and βk might also depend on n and o.
We define Tk(t) as the number of times action ak is selected in the first t rollouts. According to the regret
decomposition identity [36], Regret(t) can be decomposed with respect to different arms:
Regret(t) =
∑
k∈{1,...,K},k 6=k∗
∆kE [Tk(t)]
where ∆k := maxk′ E[Qt(s, ak′)] − E[Qt(s, ak)] is the expected regret of selecting action ak instead of the
best action in the mini-MAB. Therefore, to achieve vanishing excess regret, it is necessary to show that the
number of times a suboptimal action is chosen (i.e. E[Tk(t)]) for a parallel MCTS algorithm should be the
number of times such action is taken in sequential MCTS plus a term that vanishes as t goes to infinity.
Define et,n,o :=
√
(2 ln t)/(n+ f(o)), where f(·) is defined in Theorem 1, and g(·) is introduced to allow
et,n,o to match the second term in the tree policy defined by Eq. (9) (it will be further elaborated in the
following). We lower bound Tk(t) by (k
∗ is the index of the optimal action)
Tk(t) =
t∑
τ=1
[Actionτ = ak]
≥
t∑
τ=1
min
o∈[0,M−1]
min
n′∈[0,M−1]
1
[
Qk∗,n,Ok∗,t+eτ,n,Ok∗,t≥Qk,n′,Ok,t+eτ,n′,Ok,t
]
We lower bound the probability of the event Qk∗,n,Ok∗,t+eτ,n,Ok∗,t≥Qk,n′,Ok,t+eτ,n′,Ok,t using the sum of the
probability of the three following events:
Qk∗,n,Ok∗,t ≥ µ∗n − eτ,n,Ok∗,t , (18)
Qk,n′,Ok,t ≤ µk,n′ + eτ,n′,Ok,t , (19)
where µk,n :=
1
nE[
∑n
t=1Qt(s, ak)] is defined as the average value return of the first n times ak is taken; µ
∗
n
denotes the same quantity defined for the optimal action a∗ := arg maxa′ E[
∑n
t=1Qt(s, a
′)]. Note that this
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lower bound (i.e. Eqs. (18) and (19) holds since by definition µ∗n−o > µk,n−o. As we will proceed to show,
the necessary conditions for achieving vanishing excess regret in the mini-MAB are E[Qk∗,n,Ok∗,t ] = µ
∗
n and
E[Qk,n′,Ok,t ] = µk,n′ .
Define µk,n1,n2 as the average reward of the kth arm of the mini-MAB from its n1th rollout to its n2th
rollout (n1 ≤ n2). Similarly µ∗n1,n2 defines the same quantity for the optimal arm k∗. We have the following
results (for any integer 0 ≤ O ≤ n):
µ∗n =
n− o
n
µ∗n−o +
o
n
µ∗n−o+1,n, (20)
µk,n =
n− o
n
µk,n−o +
o
n
µk,n−o+1,n. (21)
Using the above results, Eqs. (18) and (19) can be equivalently written as
αk∗
(
Qk∗,n−o − µ∗n−o
)
+ βk∗Q˜k∗,n,o + αk∗µ
∗
n−o − µ∗n ≥ −eτ,n,o, (22)
αk (Qk,n′−o′ − µk,n′−o′) + βkQ˜k,n′,o′ + αkµk,n′−o′ − µk,n′ ≤ eτ,n′,o′ , (23)
where φk is a variable that depend on k, n, and o. By definition, we have E[Qk∗,n−o] = µ∗n−o and
E[Qk,n′−o′ ] = µk,n′−o′ . We then focus on the following terms in the above equations:
βk∗Q˜k∗,n,o+αk∗µ
∗
n−o−µ∗n, (24)
βkQ˜k,n′,o′+αkµk,n′−o′−µk,n′ . (25)
If Eqs. (24) and (25) do not have zero expectation, the left-hand side of Eqs. (22) and (23) will have non-zero
expectation. If this happens, vanishing excess regret cannot be achieved since there exists n0 such that for
any n > n0 and o < M (by definition), eτ,n,o will have smaller absolute value than the expectation of the
left-hand side. This means that for rollout steps greater than n0, We decompose the pseudo value Q˜k,n,o into
three terms:
Q˜k,n,o := Q˜
µk,n−o
k,n,o + φk · Q˜µk,n−o+1,nk,n,o + Q˜Rk,n,o,
where E[Q˜µk,n−ok,n,o ] = µk,n−o, E[Q˜
µk,n−o+1,n
k,n,o ] = µk,n−o+1,n, and Q˜
R
k,n,o is independent of both µk,n−o and
µk,n−o+1,n. For the optimal arm k∗ (the following holds for other arms as well), we have
βk∗Q˜k∗,n,o + αk∗µ
∗
n−o − µ∗n
(a)
=βk∗(Q˜
µk∗,n−o
k∗,n,o +φk · Q˜
µk∗,n−o+1,n
k∗,n,o + Q˜
R
k∗,n,o)+(αk∗ −
n− o
n
)µ∗n−o −
o
n
µ∗n−o+1,n
=
(
βk∗Q˜
µk∗,n−o
k∗,n,o +(αk∗−
n− o
n
)µ∗n−o
)
+
(
βk∗φk∗Q˜
µk∗,n−o+1,n
k∗,n,o −
o
n
µ∗n−o+1,n
)
+Q˜Rk∗,n,o, (26)
where (a) uses the result (20). We now argue that in order for the mini-MAB to achieve vanishing excess
regret, the expectation of the three terms in the above equation should all be 0. The expectation of equation
(26) is (
βk∗ + αk∗ − n− o
n
)
µ∗n−o +
(
βk∗φk∗ − o
n
)
µ∗n−o+1,n + E[Q˜Rk∗,n,o]. (27)
Note that we can always design tasks with arbitrary µ∗n−o and µ
∗
n−o+1,n. In this case, the three terms in
Eq. (27) should all be zero since otherwise we can always adversarially select µ∗n−o and µ
∗
n−o+1,n to make
Eq. (24) arbitrarily small (< 0) and Eq. (25) arbitrarily large (> 0), which will add a nonvanishing positive
term on the probability of both events defined by Eqs. (22) and (23). Therefore, we should have
βk∗ + αk∗ − n− o
n
= 0,
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βk∗φk∗ − o
n
= 0,
E[Q˜Rk∗,n,o] = 0.
Plug in the above results into Eq. (17), we conclude that one necessary condition for having vanishing excess
regret in the mini-MAB is
E[Qk∗,n,o]=αk∗µ∗n−o + βk∗
(
Q˜
µk∗,n−o
k∗,n,o + φk∗Q˜
µk∗,n−o+1,n
k∗,n,o + Q˜
R
k∗,n,o
)
= (αk∗ + βk∗)µ
∗
n−o + βk∗φk∗µ
∗
n−o+1,n + E[Q˜Rk∗,n,o]
=
n− o
n
µ∗n−o +
o
n
µ∗n−o+1,n
(a)
= µ∗n,
where (a) uses the result in Eq. (20). Similarly, for suboptimal arms k, the necessary condition is E[Qk,n′,o′ ] =
µk,n′ .
According to the definition of µk,n, the necessary condition for having vanishing excess regret is
E[Qk,n,o′ ] = µk,n =
1
n
n∑
n′=1
E[V Aseqτs,ak (n′)(s
′)].
Equivalently, it can be written as
E[Q(s, ak)] = µk,n′ =
1
n
n∑
n′=1
E[V Aseqτs,ak (n′)(s
′)],
where n = N(s, ak) +O(s, ak). This completes the proof of the first necessary condition in Theorem 1.
Assuming the first necessary condition is satisfied, we proceed to prove the second necessary condition.
Note that according to the assumption on N˜ made in the theorem, we have:
N(s0, ak) = N(s0, ak) + f(O(s0, ak)),
where f can be any function whose domain is {x | 0 ≤ x ≤M − 1, x ∈ Z} and whose range is [0,+∞).
Suppose at time step τ0 (τ0 < τsim), arm k has been visited n0 + 1 times (one of them is the done
at the initialization phase of the corresponding edge (s, ak)). We consider the quantity Pr(Qk,n0+1,n0 ≤
µk + eτ0,n0+1,n0), which represents the probability of Eq. (19) in the circumstance specified by k, τ0, and n0:
Pr(Qk,n0+1,n0 ≤ µk,n0+1 + eτ0,n0+1,n0)
(a)
= Pr(Qk,n0+1,0 ≥ µk,n0+1 + eτ0,n0+1,n0)
(b)
≤ exp(−n0 + 1
2
e2τ0,n0+1,n0)
(c)
= exp(−n0 + 1
2
2 log g(τ0)
f(n0) + 1
)
=
1
g(τ0)
n0+1
f(n0)+1
, (28)
where (a) uses the assumption that the first necessary condition is satisfied (i.e. Qk,n0+1,n0 = Qk,n0+1), (b)
follows the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound on the 1n0+1 -subgaussian random variable Qk,n0+1, and (c) expands
the definition of eτ0,n0+1,n0 . Suppose we have f(n0) = n
′
0 < n0 (without loss of generality assume f(x) =
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x (x 6= n0)). We first show that in this case g(τ0) = τ0 − n0 + n′0. Specifically, according to the tree policy
(Eq. (9)), we have
g(τ) =
∑
k
N(s, ak)
=
∑
k
N(s, ak) + f(O(s, ak))
=
∑
k
N(s, ak) +O(s, ak) +
(
f(O(s, ak))−O(s, ak)
)
.
First, notice that at rollout step τ0, we have
∑
kN(s, ak)+O(s, ak) = τ0. The reason is that at rollout step τ0,
Algorithm 1 has initialized τ0 simulations in total, and each simulation is either observed (will be counted by
N(s, ak)) or unobserved (will be counted by O(s, ak)). Next, we look at the last term f(O(s, ak))−O(s, ak).
By assumption, it equals to n′0 − n0 if and only if O(s, ak) = n0, and is otherwise zero. Therefore, at rollout
step τ0, as long as no other edges have n0 on-going simulations, we can conclude that g(τ0) = τ0 − n0 + n′0.
Therefore, Eq. (28) can be further simplified as
Pr(Qk,n0+1,n0 ≤ µk,n0+1 + eτ0,n0+1,n0) ≤(τ0 − n0 + n′0)
−n0+1
n′0+1 . (29)
We focus on the condition of having nonvanishing excess regret. Specifically, we focus on the condition of
Eq. (29) being greater than the upper bound in the sequential case (i.e. when all n0 unobserved samples are
observed), which is 1τ0 Chernoff-Hoeffding inequality of subgaussian variables:
(τ0 − n0 + n′0)
−n0+1
n′0+1 >
1
τ0
⇔ τ0 > (τ0 − n0 + n′0)
n0+1
n′0+1 .
For any n0 and n
′
0, there exists t0 such that when τ0 > t0, we have
τ0 − (τ0 − n0 + n′0)
n0+1
n′0+1 > n0 − n′0, (30)
where n0 − n′0 is nonvanishing as τ0 increases. Therefore, it will incur a nonvanishing term in the probability
of Eq. (19), which will result in a nonvanishing regret term. Therefore, to have vanishing cumulative regret,
we should not have f(n0) = n
′
0 < n0. This confirms the necessary condition f(x) > x.
B.2 Theoretical Justification of WU-UCT
This section provides formal proof of Theorem 2, which indicates WU-UCT achieves vanishing excess regret
under the depth-2 setup. In the following, we first justify the statement “RUCT (n) is the cumulative regret
of running the (sequential) UCT for n steps on T”, i.e., the expected cumulative regret of the UCT algorithm
under the depth-2 setup.
Cumulative regret upper bound of UCT in the depth-2 case Define ak∗ as the optimal action that
leads to the highest expected reward. According to the regret decomposition identity [36], Regret(t) can be
decomposed with respect to different arms:
Regret(t) =
∑
k∈{1,...,K},k 6=k∗
∆kE [Tk(t)] , (31)
where ∆k := µ
∗ − µk, µ∗ := maxk µk, k∗ := arg maxk µk, and Tk(t) is defined as the number of times arm k
is selected in the first t rollouts. This suggests that we only need to bound the expected visit counts of all
suboptimal arms (i.e., E [Tk(t)] (k 6= k∗)). Qt(s0, ak) is defined as the reward estimate for arm k at the end
of the tth rollout, and Nt(s0, ak) denotes the visit count of arm k at the end of rollout step t. To simplify
notation, we additionally define Qk,n as the (empirical) average reward of arm k after the nth observation of
that arm (i.e., n simulation returns have been obtained).
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The event Armτ = k means the kth arm is pulled at time t. According to the definition of Tk(t), we have
(define l as an arbitrary positive integer; et,n :=
√
(2 ln t)/n)
Tk(t) = 1 +
t∑
τ=K+1
1 [Armτ = k]
≤ l +
t∑
τ=K+1
1 [Armτ = k, Tk(τ − 1) ≥ l]
(a)
≤ l +
t∑
τ=K+1
1
[
Qτ−1(s0, ak∗) + eτ,Nτ−1(s0,ak∗ ) ≤ Qτ−1(s0, ak) + eτ,Nτ−1(s0,ak)
]
≤ l +
t∑
τ=K+1
1
[
min
0<n<τ
Qk∗,n + eτ,n ≤ max
l≤n′<τ
Qk,n′ + eτ,n′
]
≤ l +
t∑
τ=1
max
n∈[1,τ−1]
max
n′∈[1,τ−1]
1
[
Qk∗,n + eτ,n ≤ Qk,n′ + eτ,n′
]
. (32)
where (a) uses the fact that the necessary condition of choosing arm k at rollout step τ is that the upper
confidence bound of the kth arm is greater than or equal to that of the optimal arm k∗.
We bound the probability of the event Qk∗,n + eτ,n ≤ Qk,n′ + eτ,n′ using the sum of the following three
events’ probability:
Qk∗,n ≤ µ∗ − eτ,n, (33)
Qk,n′ ≥ µk + eτ,n′ , (34)
µ∗ < µk + 2eτ,n′ . (35)
Since the rewards received from arm k minus its expectation (i.e., Rk − µk) are independent 1-subgaussian
random variables (by the assumption made in Theorem 2), we can show that Qk,n is 1/n-subgaussian (since
it is the average of n 1-subgaussian random variables [28]). The Chernoff-Hoeffding bound for subgaussian
random variables state that if random variable X is σ2-subgaussian, we have Pr (X ≥ ) ≤ exp (−2/(2σ2)).
Plug in Eqs. (33) and (34), we have
Pr (Qk∗,n ≤ µ∗ − eτ,n) ≤ 1/τ, (36)
Pr (Qk,n′ ≥ µk + eτ,n′) ≤ 1/τ. (37)
Next, we focus on Eq. (35):
µk + 2et,n > µ
∗ ⇔ µk + 2
√
2 ln t
sk
> µ∗ ⇔
√
2 ln t
sk
>
∆k
2
⇔ sk < 8 ln t
∆2k
.
Therefore, when n′ ≥
⌈
8 ln t
∆2k
⌉
, Eq. (35) is guaranteed to be false. So we have
E [Tk(t)] ≤
⌈
8 ln t
∆2k
⌉
+
t∑
τ=1
(Pr (Qk∗,n ≤ µ∗ − eτ,n) + Pr (Qk,n′ ≥ µk + eτ,n′))
≤
⌈
8 ln t
∆2k
⌉
+
t∑
τ=1
2
τ
≤
(
8
∆2k
+ 2
)
ln t+ 1.
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Cost A: Oi* increment by
1 in (at most) these steps.
τ + tmaxd tττ − tmaxd τ − tmind
ConditionA: the observed
sample at time step 𝜏 is not i*.
Condition B: the union of [arm i* is not
pulled at step 𝜏] for all 𝜏 in this interval.
Effect of Oi* on the optimal armGeneral conditionA: if arm i* is pulled.
Figure 10: The influence of WU-UCT on the expected cumulative regret (comparing to the sequential case)
by pre-updating Oi∗ .
Plugging this result in Eq. (31) gives the regret upper bound
Regret(t) ≤ RUCT :=
∑
k∈{1,...,K},k 6=k∗
[(
8
∆k
+ 2∆k
)
ln t+ ∆k
]
.
Next, we justify the cumulative regret upper bound of WU-UCT.
Formal proof of Theorem 2
Proof of Theorem 2. Before delving into the proof, we briefly review WU-UCT [9]. WU-UCT constructs a
global search tree that is operated only by the main/master process. The master process repeatedly perform
rollouts and assign simulation and expansion tasks to the workers and collect results from them. Specifically,
the main process performs selection with the modified tree policy (9) (with the hyperparameter specified
according to Table 1), where an incomplete update process increments the incomplete visit count O(s0, ak) of
the traversed nodes by one. Expansions and simulations are done in parallel by the workers, and we refer
readers interested in the details to Liu et al. [9]. During backpropagation, an additional complete update
process decrements O(s, a) of the traversed nodes by one.
On the high level, WU-UCT has a parallel architecture similar to TreeP, where all statistics are globally
available (thus τsyn = 1). We start the proof by a high-level demonstration, and then follow the key intuitions
to formalize it.
We argue that when dealing with the MAB problem, WU-UCT can be treated as a sequential UCT where
some of the observed samples are replaced by unobserved samples without actual simulation return. First,
note that with the help of the adjustment on the visit count (i.e., N(s0, ak) := N(s0, ak) +O(s0, ak)), at time
step τ , we can upper bound Tk(t) by
Tk(t) ≤ l +
t∑
τ=K+1
1
[
Qτ−1(s0, ak∗) + eρ(τ),Nτ−1(s0,ak∗ ) ≤ Qτ−1(s0, ak) + eρ(τ),Nτ−1(s0,ak)
]
, (38)
where ρ(τ) :=
∑K
k=1N(s0, ak) according to the tree policy defined by Eq. (9). By the definition N(s0, ak) :=
N(s0, ak) +O(s0, ak) we can easily verify that ρ(τ) = τ : note that at the end of the τth rollout, there are τ
assigned simulation tasks, and each task is either observed (is recorded in N) or unobserved (is recorded in
O). Therefore, we can rewrite Eq. (38) as
Tk(t) ≤ l +
t∑
τ=K+1
1
[
Qτ−1(s0, ak∗) + eτ,Nτ−1(s0,ak∗ ) ≤ Qτ−1(s0, ak) + eτ,Nτ−1(s0,ak)
]
. (39)
The key observation we want to emphasize here is that with the help of the adjustment on the visit count
(i.e., N(s0, ak) := N(s0, ak) + O(s0, ak)), the time step represented by ρ(τ) has been calibrated to be the
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same with the sequential case, i.e., ρ(τ) := τ . In this way, as we shall proceed to show, though according
to Table 1, WU-UCT has τsim = M , it has vanishing regret. Under this observation, the main difference
between WU-UCT and the sequential UCT is that its value estimates {Qτ (s0, ak)}Kk=1 are less informative
compared to UCT. Specifically, for the incomplete simulations, though N(s0, ak) is adjusted by O(s0, ak) and
resemble the sequential case, these simulation returns Vˆ (sk) are not available and the variance of the estimate
is relatively high compared to the sequential algorithm. Keep in mind this similarity between WU-UCT and
UCT. In the following, we analyze the excess regret caused by the inaccurate Qτ (s0, ak).
Following Eq. (39), we have
Tk(t) ≤ l +
t∑
τ=K+1
1
[
Qτ−1(s0, ak∗) + eτ,Nτ−1(s0,ak∗ ) ≤ Qτ−1(s0, ak) + eτ,Nτ−1(s0,ak)
]
(a)
≤ l +
t∑
τ=K+1
1
[
Qτ−1(s0, ak∗) + eτ,Nτ−1(s0,ak∗ ) ≤ Qτ−1(s0, ak) + eτ,Nτ−1(s0,ak)
]
(b)
≤ l +
t∑
τ=1
max
n∈[1,τ−1]
max
n′∈[1,τ−1]
1
[
Qk∗,n + eτ,n+Oτ (s0,ak∗ ) ≤ Qk,n′ + eτ,n′+Oτ(s0,ak)
]
(c)
≤ l +
t∑
τ=1
max
n∈[1,τ−1]
max
n′∈[1,τ−1]
1
[
Qk∗,n + eτ,n+Oτ (s0,ak∗ ) ≤ Qk,n′ + eτ,n′
]
.
where (a) uses the fact that WU-UCT do not adjust the value (i.e. Q˜(s, a) = 0), which results in
Qτ−1(s0, ak∗) = Qτ−1(s0, ak∗); (b) largely follows Eq. (32), and (c) is based on the fact that eτ,n1 >
eτ,n2 (n1 < n2).
The main difference between the above upper bound and the corresponding upper bound of UCT (Eq. (32))
is the potential lag in Q, i.e., it has Oτ (s0, ak) less observed value estimates Vˆ (sk∗) compared to that expected
by the confidence interval c. Similar to Eqs. (33)-(35), the probability of the event in the indicator function
1[·] can be bounded by the sum of the probability of the three following events:
Qk∗,n ≤ µ∗ − eτ,n+Oτ (s0,ak∗ ), (40)
Qk,n′ ≥ µk + eτ,n′ , (41)
µ∗ < µk + 2eτ,n′ . (42)
Therefore, we only need to analysis the extra regret caused by Oτ (s0, ak∗) in Eq. (40). Specifically, Figure 10
illustrate the affection on the regret caused by the existence of incomplete simulations (i.e., ongoing simulations
whose return is currently unavailable) of the optimal arm. The remainder of the proof uses the following
definition.
Definition 1 (Simulation interval τsim). Between the period of a simulation task (s,m) being assigned to a
worker in the simulation step and being returned in the wait step (i.e. the simulation completes), there are at
most τ sim−1 and at least τ sim−1 other returned simulation result (s′, V, mˆ) where mˆ=m.
In the case of WU-UCT, since the algorithm contains only one global search tree, τ sim and τ sim measure
the maximum and minimum rollout steps taken from a simulation task being assigned and being returned.
As demonstrated by Figure 10, the main cost of the on-going simulations on the optimal arm is that it
make the value estimate Q less accurate, and there will be an underestimation on the upper confidence bound
since we shrinked the exploration term in 9 over-optimistically. Concretely, we formalize the condition of the
loss and the cost/effect of it. To have Oτ (s0, ak∗) increased at time step τ , the precondition should be that
the arm k∗ is pulled at that time step (i.e., general condition A). In addition to that, we have to make sure
that the observed/returned task/simulation at time τ is not for arm k∗ (i.e., condition A) since if that is the
case, Oτ (s0, ak∗) would not change before and after time τ , and thus no additional cost will be added. Since
condition A is hard to directly quantify, we instead rely on a looser condition that has guaranteed larger
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probability of it. Specifically, condition B (Figure 10) is a quantifiable constraint that satisfies the above
statement. Condition B is based on the fact that only the tasks initiated between time τ − τ sim and τ − τ sim
is possible to terminate at time τ , where we define τ sim as the maximum simulation interval and τ sim as the
minimum simulation delay. To justify Pr(condition A) ≤ Pr(condition B), we can verify that the converse of
condition B (i.e., arm i∗ is pulled in all time steps between τ − τ sim and τ − τ sim. Without loss of generality,
in the following we assume the simulation interval is always equal to τsim.
Therefore, at an abstract level, the additional expected cumulative regret incurred by WU-UCT compared
to the (sequential) UCT can be written as:
Pr (General condition A) · Pr (Condition B) · Pr (Cost A) . (43)
We upper bound equation (43) by
Pr (Condition B) · Pr (Cost A) , (44)
We now consider each of the probabilities.
Condition B As hinted by the description of condition B in Figure 10, the probability of condition B is
upper bounded by
(τ sim − τ sim + 1) · max
τ0∈[τsim,τsim]
max
n∈[1,τ−1]
max
n′∈[1,τ−1]
{
Pr(Qk∗,n ≤ µ∗ − eτ−τ0,n)
+ Pr(Qk,n′ ≥ µk + eτ−τ0,n′)
}
≤2 · τ sim − τ sim + 1
τ − τ sim
(a)
=
2
τ − τsim ,
where (a) uses our assumption that τ sim = τ sim = τsim.
12 Note that in this case we do not need to consider
the case where Oτ (s0, ak) > 0 since they are bounded by the cost A term in previous time steps and would
be redundant to consider again here. Specifically, the excess regret caused by the on-going simulation at
time step τ − τsim has been upper bounded by the cost A term in their respective rollout step that they are
initialized.
Cost A The cost here refers to the additional expected regret incurred by using the adjusted confidence
interval √
2 ln τ
Nτ (s0, ak∗) +Oτ (s0, ak∗)
(Oτ (s0, ak∗) > 0)
instead of the optimistic one (in the sequential case)
√
2 ln τ
Nτ (s0,ak∗ )
. Formally, cost A can be bounded by
max
O∈[1,M−1]
τ+τsim∑
t=τ
max
n∈[1,τ−1]
max
n′∈[1,τ−1]
{
Pr(Qk∗,n+O ≤ µ∗ − et,n+O+1)
+ Pr(Qk,n′+O ≥ µk + et,n′+O+1)
− Pr(Qk∗,n+O ≤ µ∗ − et,n+O)
− Pr(Vk,s′+O ≥ µi + et,n′+O)
}
≤ max
O∈[1,M−1]
τ+τsim∑
t=τ
2
[
t−
O
O+1 − t−1
]
≤ 2
(
τsim√
τ
− τsim
τ
)
. (45)
12If this assumption does not hold, it will only add a constant term (independent to the number of rollout steps) in the final
regret, which will not affect our main result.
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Finally, we plug in the upper bounds of the conditions and costs into Eq. (44), which gives
4
τ − τsim
(
τsim√
τ
− τsim
τ
)
.
Finally, we upper bound the total cost incurred on E [Ti(t)] by
t∑
τ=d 8 ln t
∆2
i
e
4
τ − τsim
(
τsim√
τ
− τsim
τ
)
(46)
Since τsim is not dependent on t, there exists t
∗ ∈ Z+ such that whenever t > t∗, we have τsim < d 8 ln t∆2k e / 2.
Therefore, Eq. (46) is upper bounded by
4τsim
t∑
τ=d 8 ln t
∆2
k
e/2
[
1
τ
√
τ
− 1
τ2
]
≤ 2τsim
[
2
√
∆2k
4 ln t
− ∆
2
k
4 ln t
]
. (47)
Note that Eq. (39) is the regret bound of E[Tk(t)], plugging in Eq. (31) finishes the proof, that is, the
cumulative regret of WU-UCT on the MAB case is upper bounded by
RUCT(n) + 4τsim
∑
k:µk<µ∗
2∆k
√
∆2k
4 lnn
.
Since in WU-UCT, τsim = M , the above quantity is equal to
RUCT(n) + 4M
∑
k:µk<µ∗
2∆k
√
∆2k
4 lnn
.
C Additional Details for Experiments
This section describes the details of the experiments in Section 4. Specifically, Appendix C.1 provide details for
the hierarchical partitioning task as well as experiment details (e.g. hyperparameters). Rigorous elaboration of
the value-augmented oracle algorithm and the node-augmented oracle algorithm is provided in Appendix C.2.
C.1 Experiment Setup of the Hierarchical Partitioning Task
We now describe the problem setup and the implementation details for the hierarchical partitioning task.
Problem setup Figure 11 illustrates the hierarchical partitioning task that we adopted from Munos et al.
[29]. Each node corresponds to an interval, which is evenly divided when moving from a node to its child
nodes. The interval of the root node is [0, 1]. When a node with interval [a, b] is simulated, the simulation
return will be f(x) (x ∼ Uni[a, b]), where f(x) := ( sin(13x) sin(27x) + 1)/2. We assume rewards only come
from the terminal node of a path selected by MCTS algorithms. That is, the simulation return is directly
propagated to all nodes in the selected path and their statistics are correspondingly updated.
Implementation details We set γ := 1, the branching factor K := 2 (each node has two child nodes),
and the maximum depth dmax = 20. All experiments are repeated 2000 times to get statistical significance
results. In Figure 5(b), we report mean ± one standard deviation in both experiments.
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
f(x) = (sin(13x) sin(27x) + 1)/2 (x ∈ [0, 1])
··· ··· ··· ···
Figure 11: The hierarchical partitioning task. We set the branching factor K = 2. Each node corresponds to
an interval. Starting from the root node, the child nodes divide the interval of their parent node into K = 2
equal intervals.
C.2 Detailed Introduction of the Oracle Algorithms
This section provides additional details about the two oracle algorithms introduced in Section 4, i.e., the
value-augmented oracle algorithm and the node-augmented oracle algorithm. The pseudo code of both
algorithms are given in Algorithms 3 and 4, respectively. Note that both oracle algorithms are based on
the algorithmic framework in Algorithm 1 with the various modifications to incorporate different aspects of
oracle-aided auxiliary information, with the objective of examining different potential future improvement
directions. We now explain these specific modifications below.
The value-augmented oracle algorithm This oracle algorithm (Algorithm 3) improves the pseudo
statistics by incorporating the groundtruth node values. Specifically, we choose the pseudo statistics Q˜(s, a)
to be
Q˜(s, a) =
N(s, a)
N(s, a) +O(s, a)
Q(s, a) +
O(s, a)
N(s, a) +O(s, a)
V ∗(s′),
where s′ is the next state following (s, a) and V ∗(s′) is the empirical average of O(s, a) simulation returns for
s′ (Vˆ ∗ is obtained using the oracle; in a practical algorithm, these values are unavailable as they are supposed
to be results of the on-going simulations). This algorithm examines the potential performance loss caused by
the unobservable returns of on-going simulations. Implementation details could be found in Algorithm 3.
The node-augmented oracle algorithm This oracle algorithm (Algorithm 4) intends to keep the search
tree topology to be the same as that of the sequential algorithm. To enable this, we introduce two additional
oracle-based statistics, Qˇ and Nˇ , to guide a newly introduced oracle selection and expansion process for
constructing the search tree topology. During the oracle selection process, we assume the simulation return at
the selected leaf node could be returned immediately (using the oracle), which is then used to update Qˇ and
Nˇ recursively similar to Eqs. (2) and (3).13 Because of this, the statistics Qˇ and Nˇ do not suffer from the
delay caused by parallelization so that the constructed search tree would be identical to that of the sequential
counterpart. In other words, this oracle selection and expansion process can be viewed as a virtual sequential
MCTS algorithm, which is used to provide oracle topology information to aid the parallel algorithm. In
addition to the oracle selection process, Algorithm 4 also has a regular selection process that is guided by Q
and N , where the selected leaf node is assigned for real simulation (with delay) and the statistics on this
selected path will be updated during backpropagation for the final output statistics. This regular selection
13Note that this immediately returned simulation results will only be used for the computation of Qˇ and Nˇ .
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phase will not use the information in Qˇ and Nˇ unless for edges (s, a) where N(s, a) = O(s, a) = 0. Note that
this oracle (parallel) algorithm ensures the tree search topology to be the same as the sequential algorithm so
that the performance loss comes from the unobservable simulation return of the on-going simulations. It
allows us to examine the importance of constructing an ideal search tree topology.
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Algorithm 1 A general framework of parallel MCTS algorithms.
1: input: Environment M; number of simulator processes M ; number of rollouts N ; functions αm(∀m),
βm(∀m), fsel, fQ˜, fN˜ , gQ˜, gN˜ ; synchronization interval τsyn; initial state s0; maximum depth dmax.7
2: initialize: number of completed simulations ncomplete←0; search tree No. m′←M and mˆ←1; M search
trees {Tm}Mm=1, each with node set Vm←{s0} and edge set Em←∅:
Tm := 〈(Vm, Em), {Qm, Q˜m, Nm, N˜m, Om}〉,
where the statistics {Qm, Q˜m, Nm, N˜m, Om} are initialized to zero.
3: while ncomplete < N do
4: (Tree selection) Select a search tree Tm where m = fsel(m′, mˆ) ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.
5: (Node selection) Traverse over Tm according to the following tree policy and collect a sequence of
traversed state action pair {(st, at)}T−1t=0 , where s0 is the root node and sT−1 is the state that satisfies
one of the following conditions: (i) it contains unexpanded child nodes, (ii) its depth exceed dmax:
at = arg max
a∈A
{
Qm(st, a) + c
√
2 ln
∑
a′ Nm(st, a
′)
Nm(st, a)
}
, (9)
where the adjusted statistics Qm and Nm are given by
Qm(s, a) := αm(s, a)Qm(s, a) + βm(s, a)Q˜m(s, a), (10)
Nm(s, a) := Nm(s, a) + N˜m(s, a). (11)
6: (Expansion) Pick an expandable action aT−1 at sT−1 and add node sT (the next state following
(sT−1, aT−1)) to tree Tm.
7: (Pseudo statistics pre-update) Pre-update pseudo statistics for all (s, a) ∈ {(st, at)}T−1t=0 :
Om(s, a)← Om(s, a) + 1,
Q˜m(s, a)← fQ˜(s, a,Qm, Nm, Om),
N˜m(s, a)← fN˜ (s, a,Qm, Nm, Om).
8: (Simulation) Assign simulation task (sT ,m) to a simulator process.
9: if there exist simulators without an assigned task then continue
10: (Wait) Wait until a simulation task completes and fetch the simulation return (sT , V (sT ), mˆ).
11: (Backpropagation) Update Qmˆ and Nmˆ in the search tree Tmˆ using the same rule as Eqs. (2) and
(3); perform pseudo-statistics post-update on the search tree Tmˆ for all (s, a) ∈ {(st, at)}T−1t=0 :
Omˆ(s, a)← Omˆ(s, a)− 1,
Q˜mˆ(s, a)← gQ˜(s, a,Qmˆ, Nmˆ, Omˆ),
N˜mˆ(s, a)← gN˜ (s, a,Qmˆ, Nmˆ, Omˆ).
12: if ncomplete ≡ τsyn − 1 (mod τsyn) then
13: (Tree sync) Synchronize the statistics in different search trees such that:
Tm ← T = fsyn({Tm}Mm=1) m = 1, . . . ,M.
14: end if
15: ncomplete ← ncomplete + 1; m′ ← m
16: end while
17: return T = fsyn({Tm}Mm=1) (or return the “best” action for the initial state s0)
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Algorithm 2 The synchronization function fsyn
1: input: M search trees {Tm}Mm=1.
2: initialize: a search trees T := 〈(V, E), {Q,N}〉, where V ← {s0} is the set of nodes, and E ← ∅ is the
set of edges (s0 is the root node of T ).
3: # Phase 1: Topology construction
4: Initialize Vsyn := {s0}.
5: while Vsyn not empty do
6: s← pop(Vsyn)
7: for a ∈ A do
8: if (s, a) exists in at least one of the M search trees {Tm}Mm=1 then
9: s′ ← the next state following (s, a)
10: Add edge (s, a) and node s′ to T
11: Add s′ to the set Vsyn
12: end if
13: end for
14: end while
15: # Phase 2: Statistics aggregation
16: For all trees Tm and edges (s, a), define Rm(s, a) according to equation (12). Rm(s, a) is maintained
during rollouts as described in Section A.2.
17: for all edges (s, a) in T do
18: R(s, a) := ∅
19: for all (Vs,a, ξs,a) ∈ R1(s, a) do
20: if ξs,a = 1 then
21: Add (Vs,a, ξs,a) to R(s, a)
22: end if
23: end for
24: for m = 1, . . . ,M do
25: for all (Vs,a, ξs,a) ∈ Rm(s, a) do
26: if ξs,a = 0 then
27: Add (Vs,a, 1) to R(s, a)
28: end if
29: end for
30: end for
31: Update Q(s, a), N(s, a), and O(s, a) according to equations (13)-(15), respectively.
32: end for
33: return search tree T
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D Details of Oracle Parallel MCTS Methods
Algorithm 3 Value-augmented oracle algorithm
input: MDP 〈S,A, R, P, γ〉; num of workers M ; num of rollouts N ; maximum depth dmax; init state s0.
initialize: ncomplete ← 0; a search tree
T := 〈(V, E), {Q, Q˜,N,O}〉,
where V ← {s0} is the set of nodes, and E ← ∅ is the set of edges.
perform asynchronously for all M workers
(Selection) Traverse over T according to the following tree policy and collect a sequence of traversed state
action pairs {(st, at)}T−1t=0 ,
at=arg max
a∈A
Q(st, a)+c
√
2 ln
∑
a′ N(st, a
′)
N(st, a)
 ,
where s0 is the root node, sT−1 is the leaf node, and the adjusted statistics Q and N are given by
Q(s, a) =
Q(s, a) ·N(s, a) + Q˜(s, a) ·O(s, a)
N(s, a) +O(s, a)
,
N(s0, a) = N(s, a) +O(s, a).
The selection process terminates when any of the following conditions holds: (i) its depth greater than
dmax, (ii) it has unexpanded child nodes.
(Expansion) Randomly pick an expandable action aT−1 at sT−1 and add node sT (the next state following
(sT−1, aT−1)) to tree T .
(Pseudo statistics pre-update) For all (s, a) ∈ {(st, at)}T−1t=0 , update incomplete simulation count:
O(s, a)← O(s, a) + 1.
(Simulation) Simulate sT and collect the simulation returns V (sT ).
(Backpropagation) Update the search tree statistics following equations (2)-(3) with V (sT ). In addition,
for all (s, a) ∈ {(st, at)}T−1t=0 , update the incomplete simulation count:
O(s, a)← O(s, a)− 1.
(Oracle update) Update the pseudo values {Q˜(st, at)}Tt=0 recursively from the leaf node sT to the root
node s0 (i.e., from t = T − 1 to t = 0) using the oracle simulation return V ∗(sT ) := E[V (sT )]:
V ∗(st) = R(st, at) + γV
∗(st+1),
Q˜(st, at)← V ∗(st+1),
where the recursion starts from the oracle simulation return V ∗(sT ).
ncomplete ← ncomplete + 1
end
14This might result in having intermediate nodes with no simulation return. When these nodes are encountered during
selection, a random child node will be selected.
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Algorithm 4 Node-augmented oracle algorithm
input: MDP 〈S,A, R, P, γ〉; num of workers M ; number of rollouts N ; maximum depth dmax; init state s0.
initialize: ncomplete ← 0; a search tree
T := 〈(V, E), {Q,N,O, Qˇ, Nˇ}〉,
where V ← {s0} is the set of nodes, and E ← ∅ is the set of edges; Qˇ and Nˇ are oracle statistics that are defined
over each edge (s, a).
perform asynchronously for all M workers
(Selection) Traverse over T according to the tree policy and collect a sequence of traversed state action
pairs {(st, at)}T−1t=0 , where s0 is the root node and sT is the leaf node:
at=arg max
a∈A
Q(st, a)+c
√
2 ln
∑
a′ N(st, a
′)
N(st, a)
 , (48)
where the adjusted statistics Q and N are given by
Q(s, a) =
{
Q(s, a) N(s, a) > 0,
0 N(s, a) = 0 and O(s, a) > 0,
Qˇ(s, a) N(s, a) = 0 and O(s, a) = 0,
N(s, a) =
{
N(s, a) +O(s, a) N(s, a) > 0 or (N(s, a) = 0 and O(s, a) > 0),
Nˇ(s, a) N(s, a) = 0 and O(s, a) = 0.
The selection process terminates when some of the following conditions hold: (i) its depth greater than
dmax or (ii) it has unexpanded child nodes. We denote the sequence of traversed node as {(st, at)}T−1t=0 .
(Oracle selection & expansion) Perform another selection step (starting from the root node s0) using
Eq. (48) except that we replace
Q(s, a)← Qˇ(s, a), N(s, a)← Nˇ(s, a).14
The sequence of traversed state action pair is recorded as {(sˇt, aˇt)}Tˇ−1t=0 . Randomly pick an expandable
action aˇTˇ−1 at sˇTˇ−1 and add node sˇTˇ (the next state following (sˇTˇ−1, aˇTˇ−1)) to tree T .
(Oracle backpropagation) Update the oracle statistics {Qˇ(sˇt, aˇt)}Tˇ−1t=0 and {Nˇ(sˇt, aˇt)}Tˇ−1t=0 recursively
using the following equations from t = Tˇ − 1 to t = 0:
Nˇ(sˇt, aˇt)← Nˇ(sˇt, aˇt) + 1,
V (sˇt) = R(sˇt, aˇt) + γV (sˇt+1),
Qˇ(sˇt, aˇt)← Nˇ(sˇt, aˇt)− 1
Nˇ(sˇt, aˇt)
Qˇ(sˇt, aˇt) +
V (sˇt+1)
Nˇ(sˇt, aˇt)
,
where the recursion starts from the simulation return V (sˇTˇ ), which is assumed to be immediately available
in this oracle update.
(Pseudo statistics pre-update) For all (s, a) ∈ {(st, at)}T−1t=0 (i.e., the path selected by Eq. (48)), update
incomplete simulation count:
O(s, a)← O(s, a) + 1.
(Simulation) Simulate sT and collect the simulation returns V (sT ).
(Backpropagation) Update the search tree statistics following equations (2)-(3) with V (sT ). Additionally,
for all (s, a) ∈ {(st, at)}T−1t=0 , update the incomplete simulation count:
O(s, a)← O(s, a)− 1.
ncomplete ← ncomplete + 1
end
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